THANKS

Jeff Bondono

Jeff Bondono

Marty Kunz

The Warren Astronomical society
Awards Banquet was held on December 15, 1994 at the warren Chateau. The Society would like
to thank the following companies/individuals for donations
to the Awards Banquet:
Astronomical Workshop
Edmund Scientific Company
Kalmbach Publishing
Meade Instruments Corporation
Orion Telescope Center
Scope City
Spectra Astro-Systems
Tele Vue Optics, Inc.
Toni Bondono
Steve Franks
Mike O'Dowd
Please remember the companies listed above when you
consider purchases of astronomical products.

Awards were presented to these members:
John Herrgott John E. Searles Award
Bob Halsall Distinguished Service Award
Blaine McCullough Amateur Astronomer of the Year
Certificates of Appreciation were presented to these
members:

Mike O'Dowd
John Herrgott

Bob Halsall
Larry Kalinowski

Doug Bock
Louis Namee
Joe Mihalick
Toni Bondono
Paul Strong

The Society is also indebted to the following individuals for
their hard work in organizing the Awards Banquet:
Frank McCullough
Mike O'Dowd

Riyad Matti

Blaine McCullough
Scott Jorgensen
Bob Watt
Don Robinson
Ken Strom
Alan Rothenberg
Lorna Simmons
Angie Judd

President
Lecturer
First Vice President
Solar Subgroup Chairperson
Second Vice President
Lecturer
Treasurer
Secretary
Math Subgroup Chairperson
Lecturer
Lecturer
Stargate Telescope Work
Computer Subgroup Chairperson
Series of articles in the WASP
Lecturer
Deep Sky Subgroup Chairperson
Star Party Host
Librarian
Editor of the WASP
Editor of the WASP
Refreshment Chairperson
Macomb Community College Host
Comet crash observations and
talks
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Refreshments of Excellence

Congratulations to all award recipients.
I'd like to personally thank Marty Kunz, Riyad Matti.
see THANKS. page 2
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Warren Astronomical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 1505
Warren, Michigan 48090-1505

Mike O'Dowd and John Herrgott for their excellent service
to the club as officers during 1994. I sincerely appreciate
their hard work and the dedication they showed toward
accomplishing the goals we set for the club.

1995 Officers
President
1st VP
2ndVP
Secretary
Treasurer

Finally, I'd like to wish the best of luck to the new officers
for 1995; John Herrgott, Frank McCullough, Scott Jorgensen,
Glenn Wilkins, and Blaine McCullough.

John Herrgott
Frank McCullough
Scott Jorgenson
Blaine McCullough
Glenn Wilkins

The Warren Astronomical Society, Inc., is a local, non-profit organization of amateur
astronomers. The Society holds meetings on the first and third Thursdays of each
month, starting at 7:30 p.m.
First Thursday meeting:
Third Thursday meeting:
Cranbrook: Institute of Science
Macomb Community College
1221 North Woodward Ave
South campus, Bldg. B, Room 209
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
14600 Twelve Mile Rd.
Warren, Michigan
Membership and Annual Dues
Student
College
Individual Family
$12.00
$17.00
$25.00
$30.00
Send membership applications and dues to the treasurer:
Glenn Wilkins
4233 Brightwood Drive
Troy, MI 48098

Lorna Simmons

Senior Citizen
$17.00

Among the many benefits of membership are

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discount magazine subscription:
Astronomy

$18.00 (12 monthly issues)

Sky & Telescope

$20.00 (12 monthly issues)

Loaner telescopes (with deposit). See 2nd VP.
Free copy of each WASP newsletter.
Free use of Stargate Observatory.
Special interest subgroups. See chairpersons.
Free use of W.AS. library. See librarian.
Call list: don't miss unexpected events.
Free membership in Astronomical League, including Reflector newsletter.
More benefits are listed in Member Booklet

The Warren Astronomical Society Paper (WASP) is the official monthly publication
of the Society. Each new issue of the WASP is made available at the Macomb
meeting on the third Thursday. Non-members will be charged $1.00 for each new
issue. Back issues, when available are free. Requests by other clubs to receive the
WASP and other correspondence should be addressed to the editor. Articles for
inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should be submitted to the
editor on or before the first Thursday of each month. For further information on
contribution, see or call the editor:
Toni Bondono
51064 Kingwood
Shelby Twp, Michigan, 48316-4624
Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinion of their authors and are
not necessarily the opinion of the Warren Astronomical Society or this editor. The
WASP reserves the right to edit or deny publication of any submission.
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Society. Located on the grounds of
Camp Rotary on 29 Mile Road, 1.8 miles east of Romeo Plank Road, Stargate
features a12.5 inch f/17 club built telescope under a steel dome. The observatory
is open to all club members in accordance to the "Stargate Observatory Rules"
published in the member handbook. Those wishing to use the observatory must
call the 2nd VP by 7:00 p.m. on the evening of the session. The coordinates for
Stargate Observatory are 82° 56' 0.4' W, 42° 46' N.
Library. The Society maintains a library of astronomy-related books and periodicals at
the Macomb meeting room. See the librarian, Louis Namee, to check out a book.
Special interest groups
Computers
Deep Sky
Lunar/Planetary
Solar
Math

WEIRD WORLD,
CONTINUED

Larry Kalinowski
Doug Bock
Riyad Matti
Marty Kunz
John Hergott

I hope you all have not been holding your breath in anticipation, but yes, there is indeed
more to the story of the artificial satellite-attracting
mass beneath the Indian Ocean. When I wrote "Weird
World-Strange Sky" (see January issue of WASP), I did
not have a clue as to its cause.
Lo and behold, an article, "The Fate of the Tethys
Sea," by Dana Desonie, appeared in the January/
February 1995 issue of The Sciences, a publication of
The New York Academy of Sciences. This article described "something big and cold [which] has touched
the earth's core" a little farther than three thousand
kilometers below India. Seismologist Michael E. Wysession at Washington University (St. Louis) discovered it,
observing that "throughout the narrow zone three times
as long as Australia, seismic waves traveled 3 percent
faster than they did in nearby material." He believes
that this cold and massive slab might be a vast remnant
of the Tethys Sea which was created when gigantic Pangea broke up to form the continents as we now know
them. About 25 million years later (a mere blink of the
eye of time), the Tethys Sea began to close, leaving the
floor of the Mediterranean Sea as its remnant. The rest
of the mass has sunk deep enough to touch Earth's core,
showing that the Earth's tectonic plates can eventually
reach that depth.
But, there is more! This mysterious slab is expected to rise up again "through the mantle" as
"volcanic magma" which will eventually cool to become
what is termed a "flood basalt." This rising material will
create future volcanoes. All of this is expected to reach
Earth's surface in about "tens of millions of years in the
future."

-Very nice follow up Loma. Thanks.
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Larry F. Kalinowski

Even though February's probably the worst
month of the year for observing, It offers one
treat that might get you out during those
cold, mind numbing nights. The planet Mars.
That planet never ceases to amaze me. Whenever it approaches opposition, that gleaming red jewel seems to draw
me mysteriously to thoughts of life on other planets. Even
though this opposition isn't much to speak of, the planet will
beckon me again, just as it has in the past. When you see that
ruby glow in the southern sky, survey the quiet that surrounds you...and listen. You just might hear voices from
somewhere...someplace.
The December computer meeting had a party-like atmosphere because of the holidays, a good food selection and
a disk swap among the attendees. All those attending were
asked to bring seven copies of a one disk, game, application
or utility. Jack Szymanski brought in some of his astrophotos
and we were treated to some well viewed star clouds and
deep sky objects. A fitting climax to a grand and glorious astronomical year. If you missed out on it, there's always next
year.
Bob watt encountered his first computer virus. His windows system was acting kind of strange when he tried playing
music CD's on his computer. He immediately blamed it on the
CD-ROM drive. So he took it back to the place he bought his
computer at and they stumbled onto the Michelangelo virus
using the MSAV (Microsoft Anti-Virus) program. The music
problem cleared up when the virus was removed. Fortunately
for Bob, March 6th was a long way off, so he never got to see
what a full blown release of the virus might produce. Bob
checked all his floppy disks and found the virus on five of the
disks that he purchased at the local computer shows. They
were all 5 1/4 inch, 1.2 megabyte disks. After he contacted
me to tell me about the virus, I took a copy of MacAfee's virus
checker (SCAN & CLEAN V112) over to his place and also Confirmed the virus's existence. The CLEAN portion of MacAfee's
program seemed to work also. Hopefully, Bob has all of the
virus cleaned up. We’ll soon know, because March 6 isn't far
away.
By now, everyone knows about the Pentium fiasco and
Intel's stubbornness to recall the 586 processors that are giving scientists and other math intensive occupations a pain in
the you-know-what. Intel is meeting the public halfway. If you
let them know you have a defective processor, they'll start a
chain of paperwork that'll eventually get you another processor. Thanks a lot Intel, for knowingly releasing the flawed chip
to begin with. I wonder how many other defects are still in
the chip that they haven't told the public about. If you ask
me, Intel should be paying the public for the red tape and
aggravation they've caused. Hang your head in shame Intel.

Have you seen the reshaped "Natural Keyboard" developed by Microsoft yet? The ads have been appearing in computer periodicals for a couple of months now. The keyboard is
designed to accept your hand's positions just as they would
be if you set your relaxed arms and hands on a table in front
of you. On most people, their arms and hands would make
about a sixty degree angle between each other. That's exactly
how the new keyboard is designed to accept your positioned
hands. Looks like a darn good idea.
At the last MCCC meeting, Fred Judd mentioned he has
a 486 computer that he would like to sell. However, the monitor is not included. If you're interested, give him a call at
(810)-758-7458.
COMPUTER SHOWS- Taylor, Michigan hosts the next
computer show on Saturday, January 21, at the Democratic
Club Of Taylor, 23400 V\4ckRd., four blocks east of Telegraph.
On Sunday, January 29, it's back to the U.F. and C.W. Hall, 876
Horace Brown Dr., one block east of 1-75and three blocks
south of. 13 Mile Rd. in Madison Heights.
The January and February meetings of the computer
group will continue at my home in Roseville. The dates are
the 26th and 23rd respectively. See you there. Call me at 810776-9720 for more information.

-March 6th is just a few short weeks from now. It will be
unfortunate, yet interesting to see what happens to those unlucky
folks who haven’t cleaned up their systems. (Jeff, are you reading?)
Thanks Larry.

MACOMB 11/17/94
Our monthly Macomb meeting opened on
the evening of Nov. 17, 1994. Twenty-four
members were in attendance. There were
no prospective members to introduce, so
we went directly to member observing reports. Lorna
Simmons mentioned her Lunar observations. The Sun
received some attention from Frank McCullough Another McCullough, Blaine, along with Frank, took to an
evening of observing at Stargate. Eyeing the heavens
under a crispy sky they enjoyed Saturn and M79. This
writer spoke of a plethora of sunspots seen in late October. Also, seeing the thin lunar crescent before sunrise the day before the Solar Eclipse.
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The meeting began with an exchange of club documents, keys, etc., between Officers. This was followed by
individual discussion between new and old officer for each
office.
The meeting concluded with a wide-ranging discussion
of issues facing the club. Not least among the items discussed is the need to get members observing at Stargate.
Also mentioned was a new observatory and purchasing
CCD Imaging equipment. No decisions were made at this
meeting. This writer, your next president, commented that
he is receiving a club that is over-all in good shape.
Respectfully,
John Herrgott

For show and tell members were shown a meteorite.
This particular specimen was iron and is a part of Mike
O'Oowd's collection. Blaine McCullough showed us a new
spider he purchased recently along with a secondary mirror.
The spider assembly consisted of two semi-circles joined
together in a back-to-back fashion.
Announcements, announcements. Ed Watson was
awarded a Binocular Messier Certificate. This award is given
by the Astronomical League, and Ed's name can be found in
the Reflector. Congratulations Ed! Mike Cyrek has a Cosmology meeting scheduled for Dec. 8. Riyad Matti needs some
electrical assistance at Stargate. Jeff Bondono will host a
board meeting on Nov. 25. Articles for the WASP can now
be sent via your modem to the editor. Frank McCullough
will be giving his last planetarium show for the season. All
are invited to attend. The latter half of our meeting featured
a "Hands-On' computer session put on by Larry Kalinowski.
In this program members used a demonstration disk and
accessed the program's astronomical capabilities. This astronomy program is available as shareware. Larry's computer expertise made the program enjoyable.for all.

-Thanks, John. We will miss your minutes. Lucky for us,
we have you as President. Next month, minutes from Blaine.

The Night Sky
Author: Ian Ridpath

CRANBROOK 12/1/94
On Dec. 1, the Warren Astronomical Society met at
Cranbrook. This was the year's last general meeting. Twenty
-five members were in attendance. There were no guests.
Frank McCullough began the evening by outlining final preparations for the club's Awards Banquet.
Following Frank's talk the meeting turned to out members' astronomical activities, in particular, recent observations. This writer spoke of the lovely pairing of Venus and
the waning Moon seen recently. Greg Milewski also mentioned brilliant Venus. Also noted by myself was seeing that
galactic pair M81 and M82, together in Blaine McCullough's
eyepiece. A remarkable sight! Scott Jorgenson spoke' of the
seeing he experienced out in the state of Washington recently. Bob Halsall observed Saturn while up in Michigan's
north county. Marty Kunz observed prominences on the
Sun. Blaine and Frank McCullough spoke of their activities at
Stargate. Jeff Bondono was out at Imlay City Observing. Our
club's astronomers have been busy!
Following the observing discussion Jeff Bondono gave a
report on our recent tour of a National Weather Station. Jeff
also announced that Ed Watson was awarded the Binocular
Messier Certificate. Mike O'Dowd concluded the first half of
our meeting by showing us a new addition to his meteorite
collection.
After a snack break, members were treated to Comet
impact images, taken by the Galileo spacecraft.

The book is an intriguing guide to the stars,
planets, comets, and constellations. Here
you will learn the history of celestial cartography and all
about the formation of galactic phenomena such as star
clusters and nebulae. It also has charts of the 88 constellations plus a ten page atlas of the entire sky. Best of all it's a
pocket book.
Star Rating * * *

Star Hopping
Author: Robert Garfinkle
Star Hopping is a technique that uses the brighter stars as
markers on a celestial path that leads to fainter stars, star
clusters and distant galaxies. The book has a series of
twelve monthly star hops, two for each month. one chapter is devoted to a messier marathon. The book shows you
how to read the star charts, find celestial directions, to
select telescope types and when to use special filters to cut
through haze and light. To get the most out of this book
you will need good quality binoculars or a small telescope.
Star Rating * * * *
*Poor

BOARD MEETING 11/25/94

***Very Good

****Excellent

-Louis Namee is the club's librarian. The club maintains
a library at the Macomb Community South Campus. Contact Louie
for Information on borrowing procedures.
Thanks for the excellent reviews, Louie

A board meeting was held at the home of Jeff Bondono
on Nov. 11, 1994. In attendance were the Officers for 1994
and the newly-elected Officers for 1995.
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LIMNOLOGY (IN ENGLISH)
COMMENTS ON ASTROPHYSICS
(MODERN PHYSICS, PT COVERSEAS)
GC85.C651
CONTINENTAL SHELF RESEARCH
WU·CC QB581.M78B
EARTH, MOON, & PLANETS
(NETHERLANDS)
GC96.E78
ESTUARIES
GC96.E83
ESTUARINE COASTAL & SHELF
SCIENCE
QB84.5.E96
EXPERIMENTAL ASTRONOMY
(INSTRUMENTATION & DATE
ANALYSIS-NETHERLANDS) ICARUS (SOLAR SYSTEM STUDIES
NETHERLANDS)
QB1.115
ICARUS (SOLAR SYSTEM STUDIES-NETHERLANDS)
GC1.U4721
MARINE & PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
QB1.M55
MERCURY (ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY-PACIFIC)
QB755.M59
METEORITICS (UNIVERSITY OF
ARKANSAS)
WU·CC Q1.N515
NEW SCIENTIST
WU
QB1.014
OBSERVATORY (REVIEW OF
ASTRONOMY-BRITISH)
QB1.069
ORION (SWISS-IN GERMAN &
FRENCH)
QB475.A1R973 RADIOPHYSICS & QUANTUM
ELECTRONICS
WU
QB1.R883
ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF MONTHLY NOTICES
(BRITISH)
QB1.R903
ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA (JOURNAL)
WU·CC QB1.R885
ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY QUARTERLY JOURNAL
(BRITISH)
WU·CC Q1.539
SCIENCE
WU
QB1.S62
SKY & TELESCOPE
WU·CC Q8521.5684
SOLAR PHYSICS
(NETHERLANDS)
QB1.A8493
SOLAR SYSTEMS RESEARCH
(TRANSLATED FROM RUSSIAN)
QB1.5842
STERNE UND WELTRAUM (IN
GERMAN)
WU
QC1.S47
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
QB461.C736

Q.
Where can I find lots and
lots of reading materials that will help me
understand all the stuff you talk about at
the meetings and at dinner after the
meetings?
A.
Glad you asked that question. The libraries
at U of M and Wayne State are just the places for you.
The following information was supplied by Kim Dyer. Any
clarifications and/or questions should be forwarded to
him. U of M Science Library Periodicals including 40 Astronomy QB, WJ=Wayne State-magazines=10 and
WU·CC=Wayne State current contents=14.
QB1.A483

AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY BULLETIN
Q127.A48A62
ANTARCTIC SCIENCE
QC1.A123
APS NEWS (AMER. PHYSICAL SOCIETY)
WU
QB1.A716
ASTRONOMICAL JOURNAL
(AMER. ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
"AJ")
QB1.A29631
ASTRONOMICAL AND ASTROPHYSICAL TRANSACTIONS
WU·CC QB1.A813
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF
JAPANPUBLICATION (ENGLISH)
QB1.A815
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA-MONTHLY
NOTES
WU-CC QB1.A8132
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE
PACIFIC-PUBLICATIONS
WU
QB1 .A85826
ASTRONOMY
WU-CC QB1 .A8583
ASTRONOMY & ASTROPHYSICSEUROPEAN
WU·CC QB1.A85844
ASTRONOMY &ASTROPHYSICS
REVIEW (TRANSLATED FROM
GERMAN)
WU·CC QB1.A85835
ASTRONOMY & ASTROPHYSICS
SUPPLEMENT
WU·CC QB1.A8523
ASTRONOMY LETTERS
(TRANSLATED FROM RUSSIAN)
QB1.A85846
ASTRONOMY NOW
QB1.A853
ASTRONOMY REPORTS
(TRANSLATED FROM RUSSIAN)
WU
QB1.A859
ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL PT 1
WU
QB1.A859
ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL PT 2
WU
QB1.A 8591
ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL SUPPLEMENT (SERIES)
WU·CC QB1.A85915
ASTROPHYSICAL LETTERS &
COMMUNICATIONS (OVERSEAS)
QB1.A683
ASTROPHYSICALS (TRANSLATED
FROM RUSSIAN)
WU·CC QB1.A8594
ASTROPHYSICS & SPACE SCIENCE (NETHERLANDS)
GC383.M34
ATLANTIC GEOLOGY
WU
QB1.B863
BRITISH ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION (JOURNAL)
Q851.3.145C33 CCD ASTRONOMY (CHARGED
COUPLE DEVICES)
WU·CC QB351.C39
CELESTIAL MECHANICS
(DYNAMIC ASTRONOMYNETHERLANDS)
QB1.15623
CHINESE ASTRONOMY & ASTROPHYSICS (IN ENGLISH)
GC59.7.C53
CHINESE JOURNAL OF OCEANOLOGY &

-Thanks Kim for the extensive information.

Spaces still available for you to sign
on for snacks. Just see or call Toni Bondono.
Update...
CRANBROOK
2/2
3/2
4/6
5/4

WASP

Jack Simonton
John Herrgott
Mark Bieniek
Marty Kunz

MACOMB
1/19 Toni Bondono
2/16
3/16 Fred & Angie Judd
4/20 Blaine McCullough
5/18
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He spends many hours writing out name cards, arranging
the tables, decorating, putting together the slide and
music presentations, arranging the banquet facilities, and
in general running around making sure EVERYTHING and
EVERYONE is taken care of on . this special evening.
Thanks Frank!

Speakers wanted for future meetings.
Observing, Photography, Mirror Grinding, C.C.D., Telescope Making, Physical
Astronomy, Computer, Cosmology,
Math, Drawings of Astronomical Objects.
Please call: Frank McCullough
1-810-773-1931 (answering machine)

This year, Lorna Simmons was very generous with
her checkbook. She paid for all the wonderful centerpieces that Blaine and Frank McCullough put together.
Thanks Lorna, Blaine and Frank. The centerpieces were
beautiful.
Marty Kunz is a man who works behind the scene.
He brought equipment (t.v.'s, vcr's, etc.) for the presenters, among other things. It was a lot of work and we certainly appreciated his contribution to the evening.
The man responsible for arranging the tables of
goodies was Mike O'Dowd. He also sold the raffle tickets,
collected all the money, handled the reservations as they
came in to the club, and also greeted all the evenings
participants. Mike did a fine job. Thanks.

Seeking articles for publication. May be , on
any appropriate subject of any length. Articles
for publication should be submitted by the
Cranbrook meeting for publication in the following months' WASP. Send articles via US
Mail or Modem to Toni Bondono.
SUBGROUP CHAIRPERSONS-Please submit the dates, times,
and meeting places secured for your meetings. If left to my
own calculations, you mayor may not have the correct information listed on the calendar. I would also like to update the
members on what is happening in the subgroups. Perhaps a
quick recap of discussions, announcements of future topics
and/or speakers, etc.

ATTENTION FELLOW ASTRONOMERS

Jeff Bondono contacted many companies for the
donations that supplied the raffle tables. Jeff starts contacting the companies in October and waits for the UPS
delivery person. Good job Jeff.
Every year the officers have the tough job of deciding
who gets what awards. Alan Rothenberg does a great job
introducing the award winners and handing out the
awards. The decisions on who gets those awards is very
difficult, so many members contribute to the club in so
many different ways. As always, I'm amazed at how perfect their decisions are for the award winners.
It's nice to have so many members gathered at one
time. Some years, this is the only time I see some of the
members. Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, I know
that I did! It's never to easy to promote the Annual
Awards Banquet, reserve this evening on your 1995 calendar.

FOR SALE
Meade 4' Schmidt Cassegrain Telescope
Includes:
Custom Oak Tripod, Worm Drive, Fork Mount,
8x50 Spotter Scope, Diagonal Optic-35mm
Storage Case
Everything you'll need
Excellent Shape $500.00

1994 was a busy year for the club. The many lecturers, star parties and subgroups shared a tremendous
amount of information within the club and to many outside of the club. \file were also very busy attending Star
Parties, special field trips, camp outs, public viewings, etc.
A special thanks to Brandi Bondono. She may not
come to many meetings, but she has contributed to the
club in a significant way. She supplies us with the monthly calendar that shows moon and sun rises and settings.
I've been kept busy with the many varied articles
that were submitted for publication. There is so much
diversity within this club! Thanks go out to all the members, each of whom had a role in making this year a success.

I have had the pleasure to attend the Annual Awards Banquet for several years. I
say pleasure because of the fond memories I have. This year's banquet was no
exception with the fine presentations,
camaraderie, and dinner.
Frank McCullough organizes the banquet every year.
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Thu

Jan 26

7:30pm

Computer Group Meeting. Contact Larry Kalinowski

Thu

Feb 2

7:30pm

Cranbrook Meeting

Tue

Feb 7

7 pm

Math Group Meeting. Contact John Herrgott

Thu

Feb 9

7 pm

Cosmology Group Meeting. Contact Glen Wilkins or Mike Cyrek

Thu

Feb 16

7:30pm

Macomb Meeting

Sun

Feb 19

1 pm

Solar Group Meeting at Cranbrook. contact Marty Kunz

Tue

Feb 21

7 pm

Math Group Meeting. contact John Herrgott

Thu

Feb23

7:30pm

Computer Group Meeting. Contact Larry Kalinowski

Thu

Mar2

7:30pm

Cranbrook Meeting

Tue

Mar7

7 pm

Math Group Meeting. Contact John Herrgott

Thu

Mar9

7 pm

Cosmology Group Meeting. Contact Glen Wilkins or Mike Cyrek

Thu

Mar 16

7:30pm

Macomb Meeting

Sun

Mar 19

1 pm

Solar Group Meeting at Cranbrook. Contact Marty Kunz

Tue

Mar 21

7 pm

Math Group Meeting. Contact John Herrgott

Thu

Mar 23

7:30pm

Computer Group Meeting. contact Larry Kalinowski

*Dates and Times are subject to change. Please contact the appropriate chairperson for confirmation

Back by popular demand...the monthly calendar

WASP
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